Single-turnover kinetics of homoprotocatechuate 2,3-dioxygenase.
Homoprotocatechuate 2,3-dioxygenase isolated from Brevibacterium fuscum utilizes an active site Fe(II) and O(2) to catalyze proximal extradiol cleavage of the substrate aromatic ring. In contrast to other members of the ring cleaving dioxygenase family, the transient kinetics of the extradiol dioxygenase catalytic cycle have been difficult to study because the iron is nearly colorless and EPR silent. Here, it is shown that the reaction cycle kinetics can be monitored by utilizing the alternative substrate 4-nitrocatechol (4NC), which is also cleaved in the proximal extradiol position. Changes in the optical spectrum of 4NC occurring as a result of ionization, environmental changes, and ring cleavage allow both the substrate binding and product formation phases of the reaction to be studied. It is shown that substrate binding occurs in a four-step process probably involving binding to two ionization states of the enzyme at different rates. Following an initial rapid binding of the monoanionic 4NC in the active site, slower binding to the Fe(II) and conversion to the dianionic form occur. The bound dianionic 4NC reacts rapidly with O(2) in four additional steps, apparently occurring in sequence. On the basis of the optical properties of the intermediates, these steps are hypothesized to be O(2) binding to the iron, isomerization of the resulting complex, ring opening, and product release. The natural substrate appears to form the same intermediates but with much larger rate constants. These are the first transient intermediates to be reported for an extradiol dioxygenase reaction.